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Abstract—In situ processing proposes to reduce storage needs and I/O traffic by processing results of parallel simulations as soon as they are available in the memory of the compute processes. We focus here on computing in situ statistics on the results of \( N \) simulations from a parametric study. The classical approach consists in running various instances of the same simulation with different values of input parameters. Results are then saved to disks and statistics are computed post mortem, leading to very I/O intensive applications. Our solution is to develop Melissa, an in situ library running on staging nodes as a parallel server. When starting, simulations connect to Melissa and send the results of each time step to Melissa as soon as they are available. Melissa implements iterative versions of classical statistical operations, enabling to update results as soon as a new time step from a simulation is available. Once all statistics are updated, the time step can be discarded. We also discuss two different approaches for scheduling simulation runs: the jobs-in-job and the multi-jobs approaches. Experiments run instances of the Computational Fluid Dynamics Open Source solver Code_Saturne. They confirm that our approach enables one to avoid storing simulation results to disk or in memory.

I. INTRODUCTION

Large scale simulations are producing an ever growing amount of data that are overloading the machine I/Os, impacting the performance of both the simulation when saving the data, and the post hoc analysis when reading them. In situ processing proposes to move away from the standard approach that consists in saving raw data to disks and then perform result analysis post mortem. In situ aims at reducing data traffic and speeding-up result analysis by performing result processing (compression, indexation, analysis, visualization, etc.) as closely as possible to the locus and time of data generation [15]. Research to make in situ processing efficient often focuses on how to perform analytic on the data produced by a single large parallel simulation [6]. Investigated issues include the development of various frameworks for easing coupling the simulation and the analysis [5], [7], [4], advanced strategies for resource sharing between the simulation and the analysis [16], as well as new algorithms taking into account the specific balance of the in situ processing context (need to save on data movements) [1].

In this paper we consider a different context where we compute statistics combining the results of \( N \) simulations to perform a parametric study. The result of such a family of runs is called ensemble data set, and each individual run is called a member. Ensembles are also multidimensional, multivariate and multivalued [13]. Challenges in analysing and visualizing ensembles stem from the size and complexity of the data [14].

The classical approach consists in running various instances of the same simulation with different values for some input parameters. Results are saved to disks and statistics computed post mortem. The base scenario is to compute statistics, an average for instance, over the various values that take a given parameter for a given mesh element at a given time \((x,y,z,t)\) through the \( N \) simulations. To avoid being overwhelmed with data, often the simulation outputs the data for a sub-sample of all the computed \((x,y,z,t)\) points.

Parametric studies are becoming increasingly popular in industrial environments. For instance a consortium of companies, including EDF, one of the biggest electricity producer in the world, has developed specific software infrastructures for parametric studies like OpenTurns [8]. But such environments are working with data stored in files and cannot cope with very large amount of data. A solver like Code_Saturne, a CFD code developed at EDF, can run large scale numerical simulations [10], dealing with meshes from several million up to a few billion million cells. Code_Saturne already supports in-situ visualisation based on Catalyst [12], but for a single run. Performing analysis on several runs requires to an amount of data that is several order of magnitude larger. With the hypothesis that the solver is (using the nomenclature of [13]):

- multidimensional: we consider a 3D mesh with 1,000 million cells and 200 time steps,
- multivariate: we consider calculating 10 result vector fields (with 3 components per field element),
- multivalued: we consider a simple parametric study with \( N=100 \) runs,

the ensemble size would reach 1,200 TB \((10^9 \times 200 \times 10 \times \)
3 × 100 × 2 considering data coded on 2 bytes) or 12 TB per simulation run. One could argue that such 1,000 million cells mesh has never been used in parametric studies before. If we consider a simpler 100 times smaller mesh of 10 million cells, a scale today common in industrial environments, we would still get an ensemble of 12 TB. To reduce the data size, a first solution commonly adopted in industrial parametric studies consists in eliminating part of the complexity by choosing one variable (eliminate multivariability) and one point in the simulation (eliminate spatial multidimensionality). This solution leads to a reduced dataset where only the multiple values of one parameter for the different simulations and timesteps are kept. Fig. 1 shows 600 Monte Carlo simulations of temperature in function of time in a thermo-hydraulical transient parametrical simulation performed at EDF, simulating a large break loss of primary coolant accident in a power plant. The engineer can study the loss of temperature by exploring this set of curves but they are focusing on a specific variable and on a specific location in the simulation domain. Attempting to compute statistics for all variables and locations handling data stored on disks would be extremely time-consuming or just not possible today.

In this paper we present early work to compute efficiently the statistics for all variables, locations and timesteps, by relying on an in situ processing approach. The goal is to avoid having to save the simulation results to disk, computing the statistics as soon as available from the simulations. Because we bypass the disk, we can envision to compute the statistics at a high sampling rate, or, what we considered for our experiments, at full resolution. For that we have developed a library called Melissa (Modular External Library for In Situ Statistical Analysis), running on staging nodes as a parallel server. When starting, simulations connect to Melissa and forward it the results of each time step as soon as available. Melissa implements iterative versions of classical statistic operations (average, standard deviation, minimum, maximum and threshold exceedance) enabling to update results as soon as a new time step from a simulation is available. Once all statistics updated, the time step can be discarded. We also discuss two different approaches for scheduling simulation runs. Each run can be submitted to the machine batch scheduler, letting the scheduler optimize resource allocation globally in between all submitted jobs from the different users. The second approach consists in requesting once the necessary resources for running all simulations as well as Melissa, and then use our own scheduling strategy on the allocated resources. After presenting Melissa Architecture (Sec. II), we introduce some early experiments (Sec. III).

II. ARCHITECTURE

A. Iterative Statistics

We consider a numerical simulation on a fixed mesh. The simulation computes values for different fields \( u \) for each mesh cell or node. As meshes have usually 3 dimensions, we denote by \( X = (x, y, z) \) each node or cell. The simulation progresses in time through various time steps (all simulations simulate the same time steps). Let \( t \) be the time step index. The same simulation runs \( N \) times with different input parameters. Let call \( i \) the \( i \)th simulation. The goal is to compute statistics over all simulations for each mesh element at each time step and for each field \( u(i, X, t) \). For instance, the classical formula to compute a simple mean of the field \( u \) for each \( (X, t) \) over the \( N \) simulations is:

\[
\mu(X, t) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} u(i, X, t)}{N}
\]

Our goal is to compute such statistics in situ with a minimal memory footprint. If the statistics can be computed iteratively, i.e. if the current value can be updated as soon as incoming results are available, we would not need to save the simulation results. This is actually the case for the simple mean \( \mu \) that can be formulated iteratively:

\[
\mu_i(X, t) = \mu_{i-1}(X, t) + \frac{1}{N}(u(i, X, t) - \mu_{i-1}(X, t))
\]

with \( \mu_0(X, t) = 0 \) and \( 1 \leq i \leq N \). Similarly for the the variance:

\[
V_i(X, t) = V_{i-1}(X, t) + (u(i, X, t) - \mu_{i-1}(X, t))(u(i, X, t) - \mu_{i}(X, t))
\]

with \( V_0(X, t) = 0 \) and \( 1 \leq i \leq N \). Not only simulation results do not need to be saved, but they can be consumed in any order, loosening synchronisation constraints on the simulation executions. More generally, a given statistic \( Stat \) can be computed iteratively if it can be written as:

\[
Stat_i(X, t) = f(Stat_{i-1}(X, t), u(i, X, t)).
\]

We implemented iterative statistics for the simple mean, variance, minimum and maximum, threshold exceedance following [9]. In all cases, simulation results can be processed in any order. It remains to be seen if all statistics that a user may need, can be formulated iteratively.

B. In Transit Data Processing

Given that the statistics we perform combine the results obtained from different simulations on the same mesh element and time step, we based Melissa architecture on an in transit processing model where simulations results are forwarded as soon as available to the staging nodes Melissa runs on (Fig. 2). Combining an in situ approach with iterative statistics enables to drastically reduce the amount of memory needed. No simulation is saved to disk. Melissa only needs to keep in memory the current version of each statistic computed. It is of the order of the size of the results of one simulation. Increasing the number of staging nodes enables to increase the amount of memory available. Memory size can also be extended by relying on out-of-core memory (using local SSD disks or burst buffers for instance) but Melissa does not support it yet.
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Figure 2: Melissa architecture diagram. Simulations connect to Melissa when starting and forward results as soon as available.

C. Client/Server

Melissa relies on a client/server model. This is not classical in HPC environments, but it is a flexible approach that fits well the particular execution scheme of parametric studies. A Melissa server runs in parallel several MPI processes that can be distributed on different nodes. Melissa runs as a service waiting for simulations to connect and forward their results. Once the connection between one simulation and Melissa is established, each process from the simulation directly distributes its results to the target Melissa processes that need them, thus limiting data copies. Messages received are directly processed to update the computed statistics. Melissa can process the incoming messages from several simulations running simultaneously. Melissa adopts its own partition of the simulation space that is so far defined statically at start time. On the simulation side, the modifications required are minimal. The code needs to embed the logic for establishing the connection with Melissa, the routine to scatter the data to the correct target Melissa processes, and connection closing.

Current Melissa implementation relies on the ZEROMQ communication library [11] commonly used for distributed applications. ZEROMQ allows several clients to connect to the same server port, and takes care of message transfer, buffering and aggregation in the background. It proved very convenient for development. The main ZEROMQ limitation we identified so far is the lack of direct support for high performance networks like Infiniband. It needs to rely on IP over infiniband instead. However in our context we did not experience any performance issue, neither on the simulation side nor on the server side. We did attempt to use MPI_connect, but it proved more cumbersome than ZEROMQ, leading to a more complex code without any visible performance benefit.

We could rely on a solution like DataSpaces [4] that provides in-memory data staging for parallel simulations. But we actually do not need to store the simulation results as they are consumed as soon as produced.

D. Resource Allocation

The client/server model allows to run each simulation independently in different execution contexts. This flexibility enables to envision two different ways for scheduling executions:

- **Jobs-in-job**: the user first request one set of processors for executing all the simulation runs and one instance of Melissa to the machine scheduler in charge of deciding when and where to execute submitted jobs. Then, this is the user responsibility to schedule the different jobs within the envelop of resources allocated by the machine scheduler. One option is to rely on a traditional batch scheduler. Some like OAR [2] support such scheduling scheme. Once the resources available, the user can have a good estimate of the full execution duration.

- **Multi-jobs**: each simulation run is submitted individually to the machine batch scheduler. The only constraint is to make sure that Melissa is running from the first to the last simulation execution, and that the communication between jobs from the same user are allowed on the machine. Exposing all the runs to the machine batch scheduler allows it to take benefit of their independence to better leverage the machine resources. But the global duration of the experiment is more uncertain compared to the previous approach.

Notice that because Melissa does not need all the runs to execute with the same number of processes, the number of processors allocated to each run could be decided by the batch scheduler. Though it has been shown that scheduling these moldable jobs is more efficient than having rigid jobs, this is a feature supported by some batch schedulers but that we did not test yet in our context [3].

III. Experiments

We present here a first set of early experiments at modest scale. All the computations presented in this paper were performed on the Froggy machine. Each Froggy node have two Intel E5-2670 (Sandybridge) 2.6 Ghz 8 cores processors, 64 GB memory, and are interconnected by a FDR InfiniBand network. The batch scheduler used on this machine is OAR1.

The simulation code is Code_Saturne2, a parallel CFD code developed by Electricité de France (EDF). The statistical analysis is performed by Melissa. The use case created by EDF for this experiment simulates a purge of a volume of hot water by introducing a flow of cold water (Fig. 3). The parametric study consists in varying the initial temperature

---

1https://oar.imag.fr/
2http://code-saturne.org/
of the hot water from 300°C to 350°C by 5°C steps, and the temperature of the cold water from 20°C to 30°C by 1°C steps. For this experiment, Melissa computes the mean, variance and min and max of temperature and pressure for each element of the mesh at each time step. We used a 3D mesh of 6 002 400 elements. Adapting Code_Saturne to support Melissa was straightforward. We wrote a new writer (Code_Saturne plugin that encapsulates the output data management code) based on Melissa. This writer code is about 400 lines of codes including 40 Melissa specific ones.

We first ran one simulation writing the outputs to disk (Ensight Gold data format). The output is 24 MB per time step and per output field. If we run 100 simulations with 30 time steps and two output fields each, this leads to write 144 GB on disc. When analysing the results in situ these data are directly processed by Melissa. Disk usage is limited to storing the final statistics (24 MB per time step per field and per statistic, for a total of 5.76 GB). Statistics for each time step can next be visualized with traditional tools like VTK/Paraview (Fig. 4).

Experiments also confirm that computing the statistics is a lightweight work compared to the simulation. Running Melissa on 16 processes (one node) and the simulation on up to 128 cores (8 nodes), Melissa processes the data produced by one time step in less than 0.02% of the time it takes to compute these results. When running 100 simulations in parallel, each one on 16 processes (1 node), Melissa load is still below 1%. We tested the two different scheduling strategies presented in II-D using the OAR batch scheduler. The jobs-in-job scheduling can be performed with OAR by first submitting a specific empty job called a container to request for the allocation of a set of resources. Then, we submit independently the simulations and Melissa job as usual, but requesting OAR to schedule these jobs in the container only. As expected on a an empty cluster, the delay between the first job submission and the completion of the executions was similar for both cases (multi-jobs and jobs-in-job). On a busy cluster, launching multi-jobs leads to a faster scheduling.

IV. CONCLUSION

We presented the early development of Melissa, a library for computing statistics for large scale parametric studies. Melissa runs as a parallel server on staging nodes, processing the results of each time step as soon as available. Melissa enables to bypass the storage of simulation results to disk and requires memory to store the computed statistics only. Such gains rely on the capability to compute the statistics iteratively. Future work include large scale experiments, adding more statistic operations as well as extending Melissa with fault tolerance mechanisms. Melissa is still at an early development stage. We expect to open source the code and make it available in the coming months.
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